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Abstract. In CRYPTO 2005, Xiaoyun Wang, Hongbo Yu and Yiqun Lisa Yin proposed an efficient
collision attack on SHA-0. Collision messages are found with complexity 239 SHA-0 operations by using
their method. Collision messages can be obtained when a message satisfying all sufficient conditions is
found. In their paper, they proposed message modifications that can satisfy all sufficient conditions of
step 1-20. However, they didn’t propose message modifications for sufficient conditions after step 21.
In this paper, we propose message modifications for sufficient conditions of step 21-23. By using our
message modifications, collision messages are found with complexity 236 SHA-0 operations.

1 Introduction

In CRYPTO 2005, Wang et al. proposed an efficient collision attack on SHA-0 [1]. This attack is a differential
attack using modular subtraction. The complexity of their attack is 239 SHA-0 operations. One important
parts of their attack is “sufficient condition”. Sufficient conditions are conditions for finding collision messages.
A procedure of the collision search is as follows.

Procedure 1. Find messages (m0, ...,m15) satisfying all sufficient conditions of step 1-16 by using message
modifications.

Procedure 2. Modify a message m15 by using message modifications in order to satisfy all sufficient con-
ditions of step 17-20.

Procedure 3. If message produced in procedure 1, 2 satisfies all sufficient conditions, go to procedure 4.
Otherwise, go to procedure 1. However, messages m0, ..., m13 is not changed and messages m14,m15 is
changed.

Procedure 4. Calculate M ′ as M ′ = M +∆M where M is the message produced in procedure 1, 2, 3, and
∆M is a message differential. Then M and M ′ are collision messages.

Message modifications in these procedures can find messages satisfying sufficient conditions of step 1-20 with
probability 1.

In the method of Wang et al., they proposed message modifications for sufficient conditions of step 1-20.
However, message modifications for sufficient conditions after step 21 were not proposed. In this paper, we
propose message modifications for sufficient conditions from step 21-23. By using our message modifications,
we can find collision messages with complexity 236 SHA-0 operations.

2 Message Modifications for Sufficient Conditions of Step 21-23

In the method of Wang et al., all sufficient conditions of step 1-20 can be satisfied with probability 1. However,
they didn’t propose message modifications for sufficient conditions after step 21. In this section, we propose
message modifications for sufficient conditions of step 21-23.



Step Message Modification Differential of Chaining Values Extra Conditions

6 m5 ← m5 ⊕ 25 ∆a6 = ±25 a6,6 = m5,6

7 m6 ← m6 ⊕ 210 ∆b7 = ±25 m6,11 6= m5,6

8 m7 ← m7 ⊕ 25 ∆c8 = ±23 m7,6 = m5,6

9 ∆d9 = ±23 a7,4 = 0

10 ∆e10 = ±23 a8,4 = 1

11 m10 ← m10 ⊕ 23 m10,4 6= m5,6

Table 1. Modification for “a21,4 = a20,4 (or a21,4 6= a20,4)”

2.1 Message Modification for Sufficient Condition “a21,4 = a20,4 (or a21,4 6= a20,4)” of Step
21

A sufficient condition “a21,4 = a20,4 (or a21,4 6= a20,4)” exists in step 21. We correct this condition by using
a modification in Table 1.

By this modification, differentials ∆m18 = ±23, ∆m19 = ±25, and ∆m20 = ±210 are appeared from the
message expansion. If we consider a situation where carry is not caused, following differentials are caused by
these differentials .

a19 = (a18 ≪ 5) + f(b18, c18, d18) + e18+ m18 +k18

23 23

a20 = ( a19 ≪ 5) + f(b19, c19, d19) + e19+ m19 +k19

28 23 25

25

a21 = ( a20 ≪ 5) + f( b20 , c20, d20) + e20+ m20 +k20

213 28 23 210

210 25

23

A meaning of 23, 28, ... in an above figure is a differential caused by this message modification. For simplicity,
we ignore signs for these differentials. This sufficient condition can be corrected from a differential ∆a21 =
±23. Moreover, we confirmed that this sufficient condition can be corrected with probability almost 100%
by a computer experiment if we consider a situation where carry is caused.

2.2 Message Modification for Sufficient Condition “a22,2 = m21,2” of Step 22

A sufficient condition “a22,2 = m21,2” exists in step 22. We correct this condition by using a modification
described in Table 2.

Step Message Modification Differential of Chaining Values Extra Conditions

11 m10 ← m10 ⊕ 220 ∆a11 = ±220 a11,21 = m10,21

12 m11 ← m11 ⊕ 225 ∆b12 = ±220 m11,26 6= m10,21

13 ∆c13 = ±218 a10,23 = a9,23

14 ∆d14 = ±218 a12,19 = 0

15 ∆e15 = ±218 a13,19 = 1

16 m15 ← m15 ⊕ 218 m15,19 6= m10,21

Table 2. Modification for “a22,2 = m21,2”



By this modification, differentials ∆m18 = ±218±220, ∆m19 = ±225, and ∆m21 = ±218±220 are appeared
from the message expansion. If we consider a situation where carry is not caused, following differentials are
caused by these differentials.

a19 = (a18 ≪ 5) + f(b18, c18, d18) + e18+ m18 +k18

220 220

218 218

a20 = ( a19 ≪ 5) + f(b19, c19, d19) + e19+ m19 +k19

223 220 225

218

a21 = ( a20 ≪ 5) + f( b20 , c20, d20) + e20+ m20 +k20

228 223 220

220 218

218

a22 = ( a21 ≪ 5) + f( b21 , c21 , d21) + e21+ m21 +k21

2 228 223 218 220

225 220 216 218

... 218

216

Then, we add an extra condition “m19,26 6= m18,21” in order to cancel a differential “∆a19 = ±220” by a
differential “∆m19 = ±225”. This sufficient condition can be corrected by a differential ∆a22 = ±2. Moreover,
we confirmed that this sufficient condition can be corrected with probability 97.5 % by a computer experiment
if we consider a situation where carry is caused.

2.3 Message Modification for Sufficient Condition “a22,4 = a21,4 (or a22,4 6= a21,4)” of Step
22

A sufficient condition “a22,4 = a21,4 (or a22,4 6= a21,4)” exists in step 22. We correct this condition by using
a modification described in Table 3.

Step Message Modification Differential of Chaining Values Extra Conditions

11 m10 ← m10 ⊕ 27 ∆a11 = ±27 a11,8 = m10,8

12 m11 ← m11 ⊕ 212 ∆b12 = ±27 m11,13 6= m10,8

13 ∆c13 = ±25 a10,10 = a9,10

14 ∆d14 = ±25 a12,6 = 0

15 ∆e15 = ±25 a13,6 = 1

16 m15 ← m15 ⊕ 25 m15,6 6= m10,8

Table 3. Modification for “a22,4 = a21,4 (or a22,4 6= a21,4)”

By this modification, differentials ∆m18 = ±25 ± 27, ∆m19 = ±212, and ∆m21 = ±25 ± 27 are appeared
from the message expansion. If we consider a situation where carry is not caused, following differentials are
caused by these differentials.

a19 = (a18 ≪ 5) + f(b18, c18, d18) + e18+ m18 +k18

27 27

25 25

a20 = ( a19 ≪ 5) + f(b19, c19, d19) + e19+ m19 +k19

210 27 212

25



a21 = ( a20 ≪ 5) + f( b20 , c20, d20) + e20+ m20 +k20

215 210 27

27 25

25

a22 = ( a21 ≪ 5) + f( b21 , c21 , d21) + e21+ m21 +k21

23 215 210 25 27

220 27 23 25

... 25

25

Then, we add an extra condition “m19,13 6= m18,8” in order to cancel a differential “∆a19 = ±27” by
a differential “∆m19 = ±212”. This sufficient condition can be corrected by a differential ∆a22 = ±23.
Moreover, we confirmed that this sufficient condition can be corrected with probability almost 100% by a
computer experiment if we consider a situation where carry is caused.

2.4 Message Modification for Sufficient Condition “a23,2 = m22,2” of Step 23

A sufficient condition “a23,2 = m22,2” exists in step 23. We correct this condition by using a modification
described in Table 4.

Step Message Modification Differential of Chaining Values Extra Conditions

11 m10 ← m10 ⊕ 215 ∆a11 = ±215 a11,16 = m10,16

12 m11 ← m11 ⊕ 220 ∆b12 = ±215 m11,21 6= m10,16

13 m12 ← m12 ⊕ 215 ∆c13 = ±213 m12,16 6= m10,16

14 ∆d14 = ±213 a12,14 = 0

15 ∆e15 = ±213 a13,14 = 1

16 m15 ← m15 ⊕ 213 m15,14 6= m10,16

Table 4. Modification for “a23,2 = m22,2”

By this modification, differentials ∆m18 = ±213±215, ∆m19 = ±220, ∆m20 = ±215, ∆m21 = ±213±215,
and ∆m22 = ±220 are appeared from the message expansion. If we consider a situation where carry is not
caused, following differentials are caused by these differentials.

a19 = (a18 ≪ 5) + f(b18, c18, d18) + e18+ m18 +k18

215 215

213 213

a20 = ( a19 ≪ 5) + f(b19, c19, d19) + e19+ m19 +k19

218 215 220

213

a21 = ( a20 ≪ 5) + f( b20 , c20, d20) + e20+ m20 +k20

223 218 215 215

215 213

213

a22 = ( a21 ≪ 5) + f( b21 , c21 , d21) + e21+ m21 +k21

228 223 218 213 215

220 215 211 213

... 213

211



a23 = ( a22 ≪ 5) + f( b22 , c22 , d22 ) + e22+ m22 +k22

2 228 223 216 213 220

225 220 215 211

... ... 213

211 211

Then, we add an extra condition “m19,21 6= m18,16” in order to cancel a differential “∆a19 = ±215” by a
differential “∆m19 = ±220”. This sufficient condition can be corrected by a differential ∆a23 = ±2. Moreover,
we confirmed that this sufficient condition can be corrected with probability 97% by a computer experiment
if we consider a situation where carry is caused.

3 Conclusion

We propose message modifications for sufficient conditions of step 21-23. By combining our message modifi-
cations and the method of Wang et al., we can find collisions with complexity 236 SHA-0 operations.
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